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Our Values
Experience
Quantum’s foundations lie in kitchen manufacturing
knowledge and experience. In 1975, the first cabinet
was built, and from there, Quantum was born. These
bespoke kitchens have been cultivated by Quantum’s
highly respected CEO who grew up around the
business, and the ever-expanding team.
Every Quantum kitchen is made to order, to ensure
you receive durable, purpose-built cabinets. Each
cabinet is crafted using a combination of state-of-theart machinery and classic workmanship, resulting in
both precision-built kitchens and exceptional quality.
Quantum cabinets are all hand-assembled and
undergo rigorous quality checks before leaving the
premises.
Reliability
Each Quantum kitchen comes with a full 25-year
guarantee on doors, drawers, cabinets and hinges.
With coverage such as this, you’re left with peace
of mind that your kitchen is not only built to last,
it is guaranteed to last.
For more information visit
www.quantum-kitchens.co.uk/guarantee
Responsibility
Conscious of the environmental impact manufacturing
can generate Quantum endeavours to only use wood
materials sourced from well-maintained, sustainable
forestry. Additionally, all wood waste created during
the production of your kitchen is recycled as a source
of energy, heating Quantum’s factory and offices,
consequently reducing our carbon footprint.
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Origin
Origin is a beautiful, eclectic range of kitchens,
covering modern, handleless profiles through to
traditional shaker doors. With a wide range of styles,
designs and finishes available, you can opt for a unique
blend of doors to create a truly exceptional kitchen.
This collection is incredibly versatile, extending itself
beyond the kitchen and into living areas. From open,
floating shelves to bench seating, you can cultivate the
entirety of your home to suit your taste.
The furniture exhibited within the coming pages offer
the capacity to not only accommodate your lifestyle
choices, but to embrace them. No matter how you and
your family operate, your kitchen design doesn’t need
to result in any compromise. Whether you’re looking
to include certain appliances, or would like to create
a particular ambience within your home, this eclectic
collection of door styles has been selected to provide
you with flexibility and choice.
The design preferences and vision you have for your
kitchen and other living areas can be transformed
into a reality by a network of independent retailers.
Each Quantum studio has been carefully chosen to
provide you with a reliable, experienced team who are
equipped to meet your unique needs.

The Icons

Real Wood
This symbol indicates the door style
is made from real wood or real wood
veneers. This could be Oak or Ash.

Made-to-Measure
This kitchen can be made in virtually
any size you require.

Colour Match Service
This door style can be painted in any
colour you wish. Simply provide us with a
RAL or BS Code.

Paint-to-Order
This symbol shows you can choose
a painted colour from one of our two,
carefully chosen colour palettes.
Palette One consists of bold gloss
and matt finishes.
Palette Two is comprised of 26
beautiful, painted colours, perfect
for real wood doors.
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Door Ranges

Leigh

Unapologetically modern, Leigh
offers bold ventures or conservatively
clean designs. The extensive colour
choices available allow for expression
in all forms. Whether you want to
create a minimally cool design
or a bright, bubbly aesthetic, this
contemporary door style can be
implemented. With the option of bold
metallic plinths and a simple stop
handle design, which allows for a
partial, sculpted handle on doors,
this clean, balanced kitchen is ideal
for a modern home.

Colour: White in matt.
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Gloss

White

Porcelain

Cashmere

Dove Grey

Silver Grey

Dust Grey

Graphite

+28 colours

Matt

White

Porcelain

Cashmere

Dove Grey

Silver Grey

Dust Grey

Graphite

+28 colours

Colour: Top Storm Blue in matt. Bottom
Porcelain in matt.
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Brook

A sea of calming blue can be used as
a defence against the overwhelming
demand of everyday modern life.
Brook, designed for a sleek,
contemporary household can be
softened by colour schemes and
accessories. Each clean line in this
J profile design can be emphasised
or curbed based on your personal
preference. So, with a few simple design
decisions, you can use the Brook kitchen
to create a space that radiates clinical
modernity or quirky contemporary.
Colour: Marine in matt.
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Gloss

White

Porcelain

Ivory

Light Grey

Cashmere

Dust Grey

Graphite

Matt

White

Porcelain

Light Grey

Stone

Mussel

Dust Grey

Marine

Graphite

Colour: Left Mussel in matt. Top &
Bottom Right Porcelain in matt.
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Bellever

Clean lines and industrial accessories
are softened by touches of pastel pink to
maintain a light and inviting environment.
Bellever, with its slab simplicity and
extensive colour palette, integrates
perfectly into this urban style. Minimal,
clean designs such as Bellever lend
themselves to a variety of kitchen trends.
Such a versatile kitchen door can be
used as a foundation to completely
cultivate a room.

Colour: Dry Rose & Dust Grey in matt.
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Gloss

White

Porcelain

Cashmere

Dove Grey

Silver Grey

Dust Grey

Graphite

+28 colours

Matt

White

Porcelain

Cashmere

Dove Grey

Silver Grey

Dust Grey

Graphite

Hartforth Blue

+27 colours

Colour: Left Graphite in matt. Top Right White
in gloss. Bottom Right Graphite in matt.
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Croyde

Croyde provides the perfect base for
creating a Scandinavian design. The
neutral colour palette, minimal door
design and clean finishes convey
a Nordic aesthetic. With organic
accessories and a humble design,
warmth is introduced to the space.
While Scandinavian design is ideal to
implement with the help of Croyde, the
simplicity of this kitchen door allows for
personalisation and individuality.
Colour: White & Light Grey in gloss.
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Gloss

White

Porcelain

Ivory

Light Grey

Cashmere

Dust Grey

Graphite

Matt

White

Porcelain

Light Grey

Dust Grey

Indigo

Graphite

Colour: Top & Bottom Left Indigo
in matt. Right Ivory in gloss.
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Be Inspired by

A Cosy Corner

Deep shades of Hartforth Blue and Lava work together to introduce a sense
of calm and serenity into the home. Terracotta hues and homely textures
provide warmth and depth, counteracting cooler shades to create an inviting,
rustic ambience.

Colours

Featured door style
Lava

Hartforth Blue

Bellever (see page 18)
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Manston

The Manston collection is composed
and poised; its tactile design interlaces a
touch of luxury into any home. Whether
you opt for a kitchen in a gloss or matt
finish, or alternatively choose a silkysmooth stone effect door for your
design, you will be able to create a
dignified space. The clean designs and
polished textures consistently provide a
softly assured feel within your home.

Colour: Fjord, White & White
Levanto Marble in matt.
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Gloss

Matt

White

Cashmere

White

Cashmere

Light Grey

Dust Grey

Light Grey

Fjord

Dust Grey

Noble Green

Indigo

Graphite

Graphite

Black

White Levanto
Marble

Light Grey
Metal Rock

Design Tip
The combination of colours you
choose, whether in your doors or
accessories, doesn’t have to be
contained to just the kitchen. They
can also be extended to other
areas of the home in the form of
fitted furniture. With options such
as floating shelves and television
cabinets available, you can plan
your storage throughout your
house. Fitted furniture can be used
as a bridge between the kitchen
and living space, or as a deliberate
interior design decision to ensure
uniformity within the home.

Black Pietra
Grigia

Colour: Top Indigo in matt, Light
Grey in gloss and Linden in Light
Atelier Bottom Fjord in matt.
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Linden

Distressed woodgrains combined with
a subtle, warm neutral shade creates
a rustic, shabby chic aesthetic. The
washed woodgrain effect doors project
a laid-back feel, while the sculpted
accessories ensure the design is
kept modern. Plants and real wood
accessories help to accentuate the
homely, grounded feel of this Linden
kitchen. Linden kitchens, with their wide
range of colours and effects can create
a multitude of looks, so no matter the
kitchen style, this collection of doors is
versatile enough to accommodate for
any design.

Colour: Taupe Grey & Platinum Grange Oak.
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Porcelain

White Grey

Light Atelier

Concrete Flow

Light Grey

Taupe Grey

Dark Atelier

Charcoal Flow

Cashmere

Pebble Grey

White Chromix

Anthracite
Metal Rock

Fjord

Petrol
Cascina Pine

White
Halifax Oak

Glazed
Halifax Oak

Platinum
Grange Oak

Sand
Gladstone Oak

Natural
Halifax Oak

Sand
Grange Oak

Tobacco
Halifax Oak

Tobacco
Gladstone Oak

Colonial
Grange Oak

Dust Grey

Alby Blue

Onyx Grey

Monument
Grey

Carbon Marine
Wood

Colour: Petrol & White Grey.
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Design Tip
Home bars are the perfect addition
to any house. Inclusions such as
these are ideal if you’re looking
to add a social element to your
kitchen and can be very simple in
design. With open shelving and
cabinetry specifically set aside
for the bar area, this design is
an elegant addition. There are
more ways than this, however, to
incorporate a bar into your home.
So, no matter the style or layout
of your kitchen or living space, a
design can be created to suit you.
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Keele

Keele’s smooth, reserved shaker
design emanates simplicity. With
such a minimal style, this means rich
colours and accessories can be used
abundantly throughout the home. This
modern shaker door can be integrated
into quirky designs without batting an
eyelid. Whether you’d like your design to
result in a vintage effect, a contemporary
farmhouse feel or a bold, modern shaker
design, this versatile, smooth painted
door is ideal for any theme.

Colour: Deep Forest.
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Porcelain

Light Grey

Mussel

Stone

Dust Grey

Marine

Graphite

+19 colours

Colour Match

Colour: Left Light Grey and Dust Grey.
Right Marine.
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Be Inspired by

Scandinavian
Design

Colours such as Chalk and Sand Gladstone Oak are the perfect foundation for
Scandinavian design. The subtle, honey-toned woodgrain of Sand Gladstone
Oak provides warmth, while the minimal, neutral shade of Chalk offers a simple
backdrop. Plant life and bright pops of colour help to add energy and life to
your Nordic design.

Featured door style

Colours

Chalk

Sand Gladstone
Oak

Bellever (see page 18)
Linden (see page 32)
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Treloy

A touch of luxury is included in every
kitchen featuring the Treloy door, due to
the beaded moulding surrounding the
centre panel of this smooth shaker door.
Deep blue is chosen to intensify the
luxurious feel of this kitchen, acting as a
softer alternative to an inky, black design.
Abundant lighting is key to deeper
colour schemes, ensuring the space is
kept open and inviting, whilst creating a
moody ambience.

Colour: Slate Blue.
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Porcelain

Light Grey

Mussel

Stone

Dust Grey

Graphite

+20 colours

Colour Match

Design Tip
Kitchen design is about more
than just colours and door styles.
Accessories, no matter how small,
can make a significant impact upon
the kitchen. Whether practical, or
purely for aesthetic purposes, each
addition contributes to the final
look of the kitchen. Delicate spice
drawers and oak trays introduce
an element of luxury and warmth
to the design, as well as supply a
practical edge, freeing up space
by integrating these items directly
into the kitchen.

Colour: Left Viridian & Deep Heather. Top
Right Graphite & Light Grey. Bottom Right
Dust Grey & Porcelain
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Holne

The Holne kitchen is defined by gentle
lines and a simple design. The subtle
colour palette offered alongside this
kitchen generates a graceful, delicate
feel to any design. To further this sense
of serenity found within the home,
organic oak worktops and accessories
can be included as they promote warmth
and character. Additionally, traditional
touches such as dressers lend a sense
of comforting tranquillity to the overall
ambience of the room.
Colour: Cashmere.
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Porcelain

Ivory

Mussel

Light Grey

Dust Grey

Indigo

Graphite

Selected Painted Palette

Shell

Light Teal

Airforce

Viridian

Marine

Deep Forest

Design Tip
Your kitchen doesn’t have to be
confined to just one room. Every
home is unique, and no matter
your space or your needs, you
can create an individual design
perfect for your house. If your
traditional kitchen space is too
small, and you have room to
accommodate, you can prioritise
your kitchen and create a utility
or practical pantry room for
items you can’t or do not want
on display in your kitchen.
Colour: Left Graphite. Top & Bottom Right Indigo.
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Wickham

Warm pastels and deep hues culminate
to create a quirky, bold space. Bright
and contrasting colour themes, such as
this kitchen featuring Vintage Pink and
Slate Blue, ensures the space is eyecatching and inviting. The natural grain
and texture of Wickham’s five-piece
shaker door contributes to this lively
atmosphere, whilst the versatile, classic
design lends itself to any theme. To
continue along this interior design trend,
patterned worktops and open shelving
are recommended as they are ideal for
homes brimming with personality.

Colour: Vintage Pink and Slate Blue.
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Light Oak

Porcelain

Ivory

Mussel

Light Grey

Sage Green

Stone

Dust Grey

Marine

+18 colours

Colour Match

Design Tip
Open shelving offers a simple and
effective solution for incorporating
additional storage and integrating
more texture and colour into the
design. Contrasting colours and
textures are a perfect choice for
open shelving, and are ideal for
emphasising the items on display.

Colour: Top and Bottom Left Cashmere &
Graphite. Right Marine & Porcelain.
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Be Inspired By

A Touch of Luxury

When rich colours and textures are combined, this results in a luxurious finish.
Smooth, matt doors combined with brushed brass handles and marble tiling is a
perfect blend to create an instantaneously plush feel. Splashes of colour on walls or
bespoke, colour matched doors in shades like the warm pink of Heart Wood help to
create an exquisite design.

Featured door style

Colours

Light Grey

Graphite

Manston (see page 28)
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Purley

A blue kitchen is an elegant statement
piece. Blue, while a strong colour, is quite
innocuous with its calming properties
and gentle presence. Such a shade
selected to use alongside the Purley
door, which offers a natural wood grain
and elegant beading surrounding the
doors centre panel, creates a serene
design. The wealth of colour combined
with the texture and detail of this door
additionally provides a sense of refined
sophistication.

Colour: Marine.
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Light Oak

Porcelain

Ivory

Mussel

Light Grey

Sage Green

Stone

Dust Grey

Marine

+18 colours

Colour Match

Design Tip
If you have space for an island, we
highly recommend including one
in your design. They are perfect if
you wish to incorporate a seating
area, as well as maximising storage
and cooking space. When it comes
to designing your island, ensure
you think outside of the box and
include elements such as a rail for
your tea towels or open shelving
for accessibility.

Colour: Left Cardamom and Light
Oak. Right Ivory and Stone.
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Shaldon

Neutral, clean colours, bright natural
light and touches of pale oak creates
a sense of open calm and tranquillity.
Shaldon offers a contemporary, clean
design, perfect if you’re looking to create
a modern shaker kitchen. This real wood
door offers an organic feel to the space,
softening the defined, strong lines and
introducing more texture.

Colour: Porcelain & Cashmere.
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Porcelain

Ivory

Mussel

Light Grey

Stone

Dust Grey

Marine

+19 colours

Colour Match

Colour: Left Graphite.. Right Viridian.
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Silverton

This modern, gentle shaker design is
the ideal choice if you’re looking to put
a contemporary spin on a farmhouse
kitchen. The bevelled edges offer a
softened design, especially compared
to traditional shaker doors. The smooth
finish and narrow shaker frame provide
a modern style, while neutral colours,
natural materials and traditional
accessories offer the essential edge
when melding tradition into the design.
The key to this interior design trend
is to combine the most charming
characteristics of a country kitchen with
contemporary favourites.
Colour: Porcelain & Cashmere.
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Porcelain

Light Grey

Cashmere

Dust Grey

Indigo

Graphite

Design Tip
If you’re looking to add a practical
and cosy element to your home,
bench seating is the ideal addition.
With storage integrated into the
bench and the design strong
enough to support a person, this
piece of fitted furniture is the
perfect investment.

Colour: Left Indigo. Right Light Grey.
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Webburn

Simplicity in its most dignified form is
found in Webburn. These sculpted doors
need no adornment nor ornamentation,
with the design offering an integrated
handle fitted within a shaker door.
Perfect for an apartment kitchen with a
twist or a modern farmhouse, this quirky
design offers interest and character.
This unconventional style is the perfect
choice for a unique design, ideal for
anyone who is looking to include a touch
of artistry into their home.

Colour: Shell & Stone.
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+26 colours

Colour Match

Colour: Left Light Grey. Right Slate Blue
and Citrus Green (colour matched).
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“Colour doesn’t
have to be limited
to walls or kitchen
accessories.”
Colour doesn’t have to be limited to walls or kitchen accessories. You are free to
be as bold or subtle as you choose. Each colour, whether bold or neutral has its
place, and these wide colour palettes have been designed to provide you with
enough scope to cultivate your dream kitchen design.

Paint-to-Order

Colour Match Service

This symbol shows that you can
choose a painted colour from one
of our two, carefully chosen colour
palettes. Palette One consists of bold
gloss and matt finishes. Palette Two
is comprised of 26 beautiful colours,
perfect for real wood doors.

This door style can be painted in any
colour you wish. Simply provide us
with a RAL or BS Code.

Bespoke Colour
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Colour Palettes

Palette One

Whatever level of impact you’re after,
we have a shade to suit. All colours
in Palette One come in two finishes high gloss or silky matt.

Palette Two

Palette Two combines timeless
classics with newly emerging
favourites, to create a comprehensive
collection.

These colours are available in the
following door styles:
Bellever (see page 18)
Leigh (see page 10)

These colours are available in the
following door styles:
Keele (see page 38)
Purley (see page 58)
Shaldon (see page 62)
Treloy (see page 44)
Webburn (see page 70)
Wickham (see page 52)

Chalk

Dove Grey

Cashmere

Sage

Partridge Grey

Ives Blue

Brilliant White

Shell

Light Grey

Pantry Blue

Sage Green

Cashmere

Porcelain

Silver Grey

Dry Rose

Olive

China Blue

Cadet

Porcelain

Stone

Dust Grey

Airforce

Cardamom

Vintage Pink

Alabaster

Putty

Pimento

Bay Green

Chalk Blue

Cornflower

Ivory

Stone Grey

Gun Metal Grey

Parisian Blue

Light Teal

Lavender Grey

Mussel

Dust Grey

Georgian Red

Regiment

Storm Blue

Inkwell

Mussel

Lava

Graphite

Marine

Viridian

Deep Heather

Stone

Slate

Truffle

Regents Green

Hartforth Blue

Slate Blue

Deep Forest

Graphite

Lava

Copse Green

Charcoal

Carbon
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Handles

3

28
5

11

33

9

26

23

22

40

25

32

17

13

35

36

31
1

2

48

21

21
8

4

10

20
12

51

19

1. Abyss Knob in Brushed Matt Black

22. Edge Handle in Black

36. Partner Handle in Matt Black

4. Antique Cup in Aged Brass

11. Bygone Knob in Polished Brass

26. Geo Handle in Brushed Brass

2. Abyss Handle in Brushed Matt Black

23. Edge Handle in Dust Grey

40. Pivot Handle in Matt Anthracite

5. Antique Knob in Aged Brass

12. Column Handle in Antique Brass

31. History Knob in Antique Brown

3. Angle in Black

25. Flow Handle in Antique Grey

48. Slender Handle in Black

8. Bygone Cup in Bronzed & Brushed

13. Column Knob in Antique Brass

33. Mass Handle in Antique Brown

20. Diamond Handle in Black

28. Giro in Matt Black

9. Bygone Cup in Polished Brass

17. Delta Handle in Satin Brass

35. Mass Handle in Antique Brown

21. Diamond Knob in Black

32. Lever Handle in Brushed Anthracite

10. Bygone Knob in Bronzed & Brushed

19. Diamond in Brushed Dark Brass

51. Stem Handle in Brushed Brass
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Handles
14
27

44

56

39
49
45
55
41

42

34

24

38

53

52

47
50

37

16

54
29

46

43

30

7

50

15

18
6

16. Delta Handle in Antique Copper

38. Picture Cup in Antique Copper

45. Shell Cup in Oil Rubbed Bronze

6. Boston Handle in Stainless Steel

34. Mass Handle in Antique Grey

52. Suave Cup in Stainless Steel Effect

18. Delta Handle in Antique Copper

39. Picture Knob in Antique Copper

46. Shell Handle in Oil Rubbed Bronze

7. Bow Handle in Polished Chrome

37. Partner Handle in Inox Look

53. Suave Handle in Stainless Steel Effect

27. Giro in Antique Brown

42. Russet Cup in Oil Rubbed Bronze

47. Shell Knob in Oil Rubbed Bronze

14. Cross Bar Handle in Brushed Nickel

41. Reverie in Inox

54. Suave Knob in Stainless Steel Effect

29. History Handle in Antique Copper

43. Russet Handle in Oil Rubbed Bronze

55. Trad Knob in Brushed Copper

15. Dee Handle in Stainless Steel

49. Special Cup in Polished Nickel

30. History Knob in Antique Copper

44. Russet Knob in Oil Rubbed Bronze

56. Walnut Handle

24. Feature Cup in Polished Nickel

50. Special Knob in Polished Nickel
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Our Cabinet
Through our own experience of the kitchen industry
and by regularly communicating with our customers
and kitchen fitters alike, we have tweaked and
perfected our specifications to produce what you see
today – a cabinet of excellent quality and durability. We
believe this is the finest quality MFC cabinet you will
find in the current market.
However, at Quantum, we know the learning process is
never over and are always looking for ways to improve
our cabinets. We continue to seek regular feedback,
as well as keep abreast of new products emerging
onto the market to ensure we are offering innovative
products of the highest calibre. For details of our
cabinets, see the points listed below:
»

18mm Egger high
density MFC

»

Clip-on soft close
door hinges

»

18mm solid backs

»

Soft close drawer
runners

»

Edged with durable
ABS edging

»

500mm deep drawers

»

350mm deep wall
units at no extra cost

»

Cam and dowel
assembly on base
units

»
»

Glue and dowel
assembly on wall
units

All internal shelves are
adjustable

»

Concealed adjustable
wall hanging system

Solid tops (except sink
and hob units)

»

Metal shelf supports

»

Adjustable legs

»

42mm service void
on base units

»

25 Year Guarantee

»

»

Sink and hob units
reinforced with an
aluminium rail

»

Choice of 40 colours

»

Special sizes readily
available
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Door Directory
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Linden
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Webburn

page 18

page 48

page 32

page 62

page 70

34 Painted Colours

7 Stock Colours and 6

29 Finishes

26 Painted Colours

26 Painted Colours

Painted Colours.

Brook

Keele

Manston

Silverton

Wickham

page 14

page 38

page 28

page 66

page 52

7 Gloss & 8 Matt Colours

26 Painted Colours

5 Gloss and 12

6 Stock Colours

26 Painted Colours

Matt Colours

Croyde

Leigh

Purley

Treloy

page 22

page 10

page 58

page 44

7 Gloss & 6 Matt Colours

34 Painted Colours

26 Painted Colours

26 Painted Colours

The Icons
Real Wood: This symbol indicates

Paint-to-Order Palette One

Colour Match Service: This door

the door style is made from real

consists of bold gloss

style can be painted in any colour

wood or real wood veneers.

and matt finishes.

you wish.

Made-to-Measure: This kitchen

Paint-to-Order Palette Two is

can be made in virtually any size.

a beautiful selection of painted
colours, perfect for real wood doors.
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Quantum kitchens have been built in England since 1975, using proven
manufacturing techniques and the highest quality materials. The strictest quality
control measures have been put in place to ensure that your made-to-order, hand
assembled kitchen leaves the production line only when it has undergone a series
of rigorous checks.
Quantum kitchens all come with a 25 year guarantee on cabinets, doors and
drawer fronts. In the extremely unlikely event that, subject to wear and tear, any of
the cabinets, doors or drawer fronts should fail, we will repair or replace the faulty
item(s) at no expense for a period of 25 years from the date of installation.
Full terms and conditions available on request.

Guarantee
Guarantee

Version 2.1 | 87

www.quantum-kitchens.co.uk

